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A pen full of promise
meets papereb potential

and Khymes

full of

reason

between tl)em are born

But promise

spills

over

anh blackens potential

An5

in suhhen treason

tl)e

paper

is

torn

Ann Mother

weight prtlileii
the

I a(»vfl;vjs

somel^ow t^e
tl^e

am

m^ e^es

tireb bel^inb

w^\ojoi,

l^eav^ har slyness of

mu

pulling, stretc^mQ

bra00m0 me bown
is

almost too mucl^ to

anb

i

am

caw^
tireb,

so tireb of tr^mg.

l)ow

is it \i)ai

tl)eye is

wl)ere

between us
tlE;is

tl)e

balance

wowents

wljen eveyy)tl)mQ work^
bleeb into t{}ese other
tl)e

moments,

slkmg bleck woweMts

w{)kl)f

wl)en abbeb togetl^er

balance out
to

tl)e

same

MOtl[;iM^Hess t^ere

was
-

U

4-3

2;

-Sv

pause

—Xi

*-tV

O

t<0

before!

Jennifer Perter

^

rebecca

beck^ wisl^es sfc were twenty
like

me

msteab of "just fourteen"

anb

can't l^elp but

i

wonber

if

wl^en she's twenty
sl^e'ii

miss beinQ fourteen

like

bo

i

-

0/^

The cards

in

Jennifer P«ter

my hand

shuffle,

the sound fluttering the silence of the room.

Life

one

is

a game, a challenge,

that

Gain the

I

must master

to win.

points, find the ace,

beat the opponent.

And

never, never lose your

poker

face.

The Game

gets easier as

I

play,

and my hands fly over the smooth surfaces.
Every move is planned,
every tactic thought out.

have become a master—
game is me, I am the Game.
But as I look at my silent opponents,
I realize, I have become Solitaire.

I

the

-Aly» Shepherd

"*^*t#

M

There are -hwe^ (when /
That ur>$tnap|iXng y9
5urHy

^

Pe9froyti>e

hove U9ed my
Cf»>otf onal $oar9
A$ro)oe5
Vfnd U5 together

Wtthe
^e9t
for you

/

To

(amhaff cfxtty
Wfth my em|»tV hand
off
A$ / swatch you

%

f

iV>d rwv( you ywant io y^ic al^ay

c::^

Naw^why

When
B

-

I

ar»>

the lorettfe^t |»rf9on
To hoW yoy do$e
To my sacned heart
Po yoy ywfsh to be

So

cold

Out^deof me

9me« your

\nco<>

t>umfng off

A$ you dear

^

the 9r>
you a5k for your oh)

9cnar>e5

/V>d broken

tone?

What cxr> do but u$e my onn
And ^^«a^ my awn face
While you vdk fn the NIS
/

/

begged you a^ay from
/ an9wer

Hov* vin
(9

my

That you

mfnd so l>ad
your ono

yhf9h

Whena9ked my name
When \«e aly«iy5 9gned

And \when hove ever The$amelfne9
Wanted /V>ythfng
/

-

Rachel Arruda

laml^ ere
am l^ere, to comfort, to (;o(5;
I am l^ere to see ^ou tl)Y0WQ{}
I am l)trtf to (oL'e aM5 (isten;
I aw (?ere/ fcwt H^fcre are ;vjoh?
I

-Aly^a Shepherd

v*ord5

Observation
15 it

#m
Every crease and wrinkle
Every mile walked
every heartbeat closer
To THE ULTIMATE END
Skin seems more real

painful, yes?

Painful to

To LOOK

know

inside

Hdsee

And to

LavE.

With e^/ery cut
It is

The body more tangible
With every sharp pang
We feel so much more human

painful

But so perfectly
Beautifully
Human.

With every cry.

It is in our own pain
That we are most human.
When the dungeon walls
are cracked down
And he or sheThe real he or sheComes STREAMING OUT
On bile and TEARS.

The passions of lust are so
fupfwjmt

An alternate

reality of

heartbelats

Flesh And Emotions
Sensations and Instinct
Pulsing us forward
More animal because
we enjoy it.

Just beyond the pain

lies

tOwE

Love born of pain

Love strengthened through
adversity

a muscle made vigorous
from repeated challenges
Love born of pain rises
Like the first sunrise over
the flooded earth
How MUCH MORE POWERFUL
Did the sun seem
Shining on all the obstinate
WUER

How MUCH MORE

BEAUTIFUL

the rainbow
Arching over desolation

So GAUDY

How MUCH MORE HUMAN
The people bowed in prayer
In the midst of awful

Like bright paintings

destruction.

And laughter
To COVER UP the holes
IN

the wall

Masks to cover up our blight
Reasons without ouestions
But

pain,

Beautiful pain

Shows every gray

Rachel Arruda

hair

Color?
I

passed you again, in that same-always place

As
I

But

I

fire-orange leaves

fell

about your face.

wished today you might stop and

talk

heard only the crinkling of our autumn- fresh walk.
You did not know, in the peace of that air

The

You

felt

My hopeful
I

struggle in

me

as

I

tried not to stare.

nothing sacred in the

face, those

moment we

passed,

burning colors, for you will never

ignored you again, in that same-always style

wanting to speak, yet unable

to smile.

So you kept on moving, kept on living your day
And I kept on walking away.
-

Laura

kmq

last.

invisilile worlds circle around ae
deii«ns and angels fight f«r this s«ul

reality cradles ae
yet screaas
in unison

blinded f«r ny pr»tecti«n
is all i an t«ld
scfwlinj, clawing, panting, and chanting
devils lunge fast
liut fall in disnay
standing ar«und ne
a fortress, unyielding
encircled liy heavens ams
¥y faith i can see

fall t« ny knees
and enter d««rv;ays t« heaven
i speak with ny father
he nisses his child
i

yet, through all the chats
i find myself aissing
the s«und ©f his v«ice-

s««thing and aild

Joey Norwood

(p
L.^
r"^*
n I,

v<;;;^

r«vv liy

U2
1^

••1

r«vv

file liy file
i passed d«vvn the ranks •f
the soldiers
straight ahead they l««ked
never a^ving a auscle
faces hard as aarlile
unyielding as st«ne

•a
^

•PI

|i||^

^

p-^

each had d«ne his duty
they n#w were filing h«iie
stiffly at attention
each with a flag
c«l«r guard tf silent
s«ldiers

i lilinked f«r •nly a a^aent
they were dead tn their feet
a ceaetery •f iien
faithful t« the end
1iut the end cane t«« s««n

V
'

I
'

• |-«|

CO

n»w their caskets
r«w liy r«w
file liy file
i pass d»wn the ranks tf the
soldiers.

their eyes forever closed
their faces f#rever still
hard as narlile
unyielding as st«ne
ay silent soldiers

Becky Gerranj

Mary
Falling to

'^

s

Cleansing

my knees I ay

Tears felling on your robe

Father, heal me.
Even though my screaming thoughts Please don't turn away
To You my conscience folds.
Like the world's done.

My life is only full of shame.
Looking in my pleading eyes

Can I fmd myself in your

You see the uigency

forgiving eyes?

Hold my heart in your hand

Make my ^irit free.

The person who has never sinned

Fatha;healme.

can cast the hateful stones
Bending down he wrote their sins

Please don't turn away

Shamed heads turned to go

Like the world's dcHie.

My life is only full ofshame.

"Has anyone condemned you?

Can I find myself in your

Where did they all go?
I don't condemn you either.

foigivinge^?

Go and sin no more!"
You raise me to my feet

And as I look into Your eyes

A

little girl

looks back at me.

Innocence resides.

Father, heal

me

Please don't turn

away

done
My Hfe is only full of shame.
Can I fmd myself in your forgiving
like the world's

An image I'd fcagotten
Stored beneath the sin

He spoke, "when you fall remember,
You are bom again."

eyes?

Joey Norwood

'^

Oh young

42

So full of pride and fire.
A hungry life barely tasted
is now empty of desire.
Stand tall rock of remembrance,
Proudly bare the name,

|g

5

S

^
jW

5

heart early wasted,

Of one who lived without defense—
and sleeps without shame.

Oh hear the

5
g

^
^
g*
51

P

voices calling,

know you've paid the cost.
But why are no tears falling?
They know not what they've lost!
The world will never know
they

all you could have meant to her~
The strength that you would show,
The hearts that you would stir.
And you will never see
The way they will love you.
Only in death can you be
what in life was already true.

Oh

fresh breath early taken,

such a fire has burned away,
with too much beauty to be mistaken
about what you'll mean someday!

And

-

Laura Rum^ey

Memories... Sometimes you can't

let

go, and sometimes

you can't

remember no matter

how

hard you

try.

Memories... Sometimes they keep you from sleeping, and sometimes
they keep you from

waking up

to reality.

Memories... They

make you

shudder, they

make you

smile, and they

learn...

Memories... Are

want

make you

who you

are,

and they make you realize

who you

to be.

Memories. ..There will always be more...

-

Becky Jarnat

in

o
^

Th^tetfx&MlSawYi^M
No,
the

didn't

I

know

time

first

I

whenever you came near me?
Strong and silent

saw you.

And you may have been handsome

these feeling continue to grow,

but you were not beautiful yet~
or amazing or wonderful or "the

and somewhere from deep inside
I still hear your echoing laughter-

one."

Atme?

Not

No, your beauty allows

yet.

You were just you
and

was just

I

so

me—

The last time I saw you
was so much like the first—
Too much like the first

Me, in all
awkwardness

and bumbling unsurity
about anything, about everything,
about you.
no,

I

didn't

the second time

know
I

saw you,

or the third, or the fourth—

but somewhere in the sweet time
that has so quietly elapsed

You

did

become

beautiful,

Except that this time I knew,
I wanted, I needed, I loved you.
That much I knew.
The rest is a blur of tears
and smiles and scents and sights

and songs,
and none of it

wantexpects you

you.
Yes, the

Now my

I

I

be

in the future

somewhere.

knew how much I wanted

as beautiful as

None of means anything without
hear,

breath, live, need,

to

is

you.

and amazing, and wonderful.
So now you are the one I see,
life

for

lasting pain,

pain you never meant to cause.

of my strange

And

little

to love

you

last

time

I

saw you

loved you.

Me, in all my strange
awkwardness and bumbling
unsurity.

when

I

But knowing how deep that love
should have been able to go.

saw you would not

love me.

Maybe

that

knowledge fueled

fire

Creating an unconscious need.

my

Maybe it will grow in my still.
For now that I have known you
What could ever die?

Discovering the depth, the
possibility

has

left

me

-

restless for

you~

Feeling your power

am scared of my heart.
How do I tell no?

I

it

Did you see the light
that followed you

Laura Rumiey

ripe for the harvest
I

I.

YoM'5 t(;iM^
of figl^ting
I

for

djter ten ^ears

in its lime,

hoping for some

w{)ile

otl)er time.

emptiness

wouib've

But

il)at

(yave been living eazl)

moment

I stiff fii^e (;ere.

IL

(^ab enougl^.

some reason,

I

l^ave not.

Lately,
I've noticeb

I

want

I

can't.

to

move awa^.

sometfjiM^

tl^at

SowetlE;iM^

is

5iffereMt.

is

wrong.

I'm too scareb.

No,

it's

more

t{)an tljat.

been coming for some time now.

It's

I've been feelina

beep insibe

I fife it (^ere.

it

m^ bones.

Ri^{;t in t(?e

country of never enbing plainSf

slowly

barring just one ribge.

anb

A ribge to t{;e ivest, t^flt, I (^ate.

slowly

anb

am alone
Am isf^M5
I

it

moves

it roffs,

7rom ba^
no

From year

plf^sicall^.

difference

only
cut all

now

So

found

I

is

sl^own.

year

to

can know.

ti^e^

ever

very

almost

slow,

ivMjjercewtiSf;v) so.

No one l)as a clue.

I'm alone.

But were

real, or

breamtl

Fmi sure. I've askeb.

I

JMSt can't remember.

Tl^ey just bon't know.

I

can't.

Having been

remember.
It lyas

I

been too long.

JMSt 5on't kyiow.

It's

hiown.

ties.

ago, I

t^jem ver-^ tiresome,
so

itseff

to bay,

Not just

Long

m^es

slowl-^g it

ri^{?t ^ere.

in ti^ese plains.

I

conquers.

sfowfjrj it

not long enougl^.

(^ere

but a \ew years.
T(;e;v)

Not

coulbn't

fife

have

noticed.

me,

I've been here long

enou^.

.

I've notkeb

Lately,

t(;e

A tn^ister of mammoth proportions.

chan^.

anyway.

Taller than

Wider

Anb

III.

T^e

difference

Can you

desired

I

To tempt

in the air.

is

To holb

lam.

palm

Not

Anb

funny.

like it shouib.

Can
Can

it t^aste tfce

sk^.

horizon.

it.

my

fatel

To have some funl

taste the airl

lean.

It testes

t(;e

tlE;an t(;e

bark!

I

came

was

t(;e

it

on.

reaby.

coulb face

Then

it?

storm in

of my hanb.

it

'Rut I

tl^e

it

was

alone.

here.

It boes.
Eflcif;

bay, barker than the

V.

last.

Tasting both sweet anb foul.

Not

when compareb
Wit(?

what

thiy^

I

The

'blowing, blowing, rolling.

A heavy fog that blocks out t{;e sun.

SefieL'^fe.

it

with what

it

was.

think was.

I

Always abvancing, but never

An unstoppable

force.

blowing through

t(;e

ending.

was once sweet.

taste of

h^ymony.

Bfon^in^ across

Wit{; frequent Sreezes of sifence.

RoKin^ over

Breezes so clean anb

An

cool.

holes in

my fait^.

my barren minb.
my life.

Tlf;e taste of purity.

unrelenting oppression.

A breeze of siwp(icit;vj anb perfection.
A freeze a^ixeb in my minb.

Witf; no purpose other than sorrow.

That

Anb

is t(;e

difference in

tlE;e

air

.

.

I

am helpless

I t(;ivi^.

IV

Now it conies on.
Over

tf;e rid^e.

And on from
I

t{;e n^est.

M^anted to leave.

To run

far

away.

BMt

I

No,

I didn't.

It

couldn't.

appeareb as a tornado.

Evan Inman

against

it.

s
s
2
"Si
(U

^ o
W3

t/5

"^

o
4_1

^ X

-

</3

Q H

^

1*1

m

l^jrr i^r^ ^4#2l^ :^^^fe554t^ki^

-Randle Brown

.

^i;;;^

W^at

a

r^

Tl^ere

was only a small

4«j

^

"

I l^ab

O^
It

(itt(e

l^int

never seen one

wl^at

was

And

k^own mstrument

was

to be bone!

jjlayeh superbly

sl^e

me

ajfecteb

terribly

A curious device it was
T^e

Vsaltery^ important because^

Love was

in

air

tl^e

-

.

.

Randle Brown

^^
J^
Q^

Lying on the grass,
the earth scent

wafts about me.

^j]

My eyes,

jip#

pressed wide and

y^g^

dialated against the dark,

WJU

sweep across the

tgga

Earth's scent fades,

fields

of space.

the ground falls away,
(jillj

^

and

I

melt into the sky,

reach out a tenative hand,

and touch the fingertips of God.
-Carrie Zoch

Stand

on a rock
middle of a field
wind blows hard
against your skin
and your hair becomes
rizen whips lashing
in the

as the

-AnnMoitier

You saw our world from high above.
Too high to experience our human love.
You felt our world from outside the air.

And

longed for pleasures you could not share.

You heard music in the sunrise.
You couldn't see why a human cries.
Your touch could put a soul at peace.
Life's beauty for you would never cease.

To feel the wind or taste a pear.
To smell a flower or touch her hair.
What you saw was of our earth.
What you left held so much worth!

To heal a heart or create a smile.
To fly away from pain once and awhile.

You were face to face with ultimate love.
You let go of God and the joy above.

A fallen angel, so much is lost.
At the time did it seem worth the cost?
The God who gave you free will to choose
Now weeps with you over all you must lose.
Did you think you'd miss the undoubted trust?
Do you think you'll cry when you return to dust?
How could you leave what we all strive for?
How could you think that here you'd find more?

God

will still love you and miss you so bad.
But you can no longer feel that closeness you had.
Doesn't our selfishness make you mad?
Didn't you love Him enough to be sad?

Now you can breath our smoggy air,
Now you can be seen anywhere.
Now you hear silence in the sunrise.
And now you wipe

tears

from your eyes.

fallen angel,

and too much

Laura Rumsey

jJC

m

•--J'W
iS!'^'

The beauty and friendships that we know
Are the closest we can get to heaven's glow.
You may think it was worth the cost.
But you're a

::^
-cgj

»

is lost!

m

have you ever seen a bubble bounce?
As its slick iridescent layers shake
it is

as soon as

too fragile to last forever,

rough spot it breaks.
used to live in a bubble with
hits the

it

I

fantasies

yes- once
I
I

was

upon

and dreams of my own,

a time

the

I

lived a fairytale life

would end up alone.
princess and you were the prince,

never thought

I

we danced

through each day
never letting our feet touch the ground
but searching the world for a better way.
the princess cried for her unhealed

wounds

understood her fear
afraid of loving
the one she held so dear.
Sorry is just a word

until she

that she

I

was so

even if you mean it as much as I do,
i'm not sure you even believed it
but I never meant to hurt you.
I never thought
I would be the very last to know
would be the very last to finally let it show.

when

it

rains

I

know God

is

crying

because the most beautiful thing
he ever created
is

i'm so unselfish in
but

why no one

I still

dying.

my suffering

can't understand

God has given
how to take a stand.

has time to cherish what

everyone's forgotten

did you

know

that

my heart
that pounds beneath my flesh,
its my mouth
it's

that
I

pushes out

the one to

this breath.

would be
hold you down

never thought

I

though i've already fallen
and broken my crown.
so please close those amber eyes

wipe away the tears.
but don't deny your rages,
don't ignore your fears.
while

I

I

thought

we

could

make

it

but you wouldn't give up your search

you wander endlessly through the walls of confusion
trying everything for what it's worth.
your looking for an answer
spelled out in big bright letters
if you don't choose your path
you may end up stranded forever.
but fate has let you to it
so keep on doing what you do

but

but don't forget

I

tried so

my own way

hard in

to love you.

your so beautiful
but I won't deny you
the title you carry of torture
but you do what you have to do.
My sweet surrender
will forever be
engraved in your heart
as long as I still hold the key.
you can try to forget
the sights, the smells, the sounds,

we
way down.

but the place that
is

a long

why

did

it

started

from

take a princess

so long?
to figure out that

we

are

bom

innocent

not strong.
the

way

I

see

it,

no difference,
whether you charge forward

there

is

or stumble
into ecstasy.

-

(hfhty ipeakiDan

a

wal
of

1

trees

encas
e me,

giant
guarding

sentinels—

my

and

my own again,

on

back.

talking
i

them,

to

kick a stone into silent green
here

I

can act out an

drama

elaborate

or

recite

my

own

twisted

or

perhaps

prose
share

a

philosophy that

one

no

understands
they do not laugh or

point
.

.

.

limbs
instead, in

their

brackenous,
gentle thunder
--they applaud
^cic:l«iiim

c c

-acdamof

tibe

-JeweLeeRademacher

forest

wt the tmtest

she

/^J
^a
^^
]
'

^

Qj

a

is

With

bird

tiHjv?

wings

And a tin-^ song.
Ouer the clouds^
she flew awa^
From

h^yyi^n wrong.

Soaring aboue the l^urt,
Trusting t^e ffiwd,
Sl^e fd'es...

1—^

^

I

Niooniit wings

And a

broken

l^eart,

Sl^e cries...

Tl^e ocean h^^yS;

the riuers know,

The mountains see...
That she is a bird,
With tiny wings,
But she

Ouer

is free.

the clouds,

she flew

away

Vrom h^ynan
she

is

And
And
she

she

bird.
is

flying.

she will neuer

is

And
And

a

h^^d...

a

she

land...

bird.
is

flying.

she will neuer
-

land...

Becky Jarn«

wl^at 5o -^ou bo w\)tn a canhit
has

tl^at

(it

"^ouy wl^oie world for so IohqI

wl^at 5o -^ou bo w\)m

anb

;v}OM

hmm out

t(;e

mnsic stops

l^ear ir^at songl

can no ion^tr

How bo ^ou sianb wl^ile ^ou waicl) a (ife \a[[,
How bo ^ou carr^ onl
w(;^t can ^ou bo to mok^

it

w{}en someone ^ou love

lljrouQl)

0onel

is

wl^ere bo -^ou look to see some jo^
wl^en that \ace w\ll no longer smile?

w(?at bo

bo w\)en

;vjoM

tl^at

voke

w\ll not speak

anb that heaut^ anb Qrace have gone out of

what bo you
tl^flt

st;v?(e?

bo with all those memories

(^^i^en't

come

to

mmb m a whilel

How can -you cry TvitlE;oMt wonbermg why
you've

fceen

put through

this triall

Tare's a heavenly garben
where every

One

heaut\\ul bay

tl^e

anb be\y

But
a peaceful

Anb

rest

will

now

there

is

sleep—

m motlE;er earth's womb.

(ife

fee

seen

once again will resume.

BMt how boes a worlb recover the

loss

of a heart that can no longer carel

Tears anb time can

h^d

the (;Mrt

but that burnt canble will always be there.
So

how

bo

^
q

^
^

moom.

chains of tfc tomfc.

those eyes anb that smile shall surely

when

^

S^

sun w\ll shme bown

t(;e

for

iris

n^^^itin^

^

you learn

to sin^

when someone you

a new song

love

is

gonel

Laura Rumiey

y^..

^
fA
\^\

^

MOTHER DAY

iUrkryq of you.

sfCS

I

Ukt a

*k(9y groM«fng under

You pfcked ^or
on d

\nanr>

WI5

/

9jmmer$ day.

-ft^nkfog

Uke a

afdcck tree

fr>e-

of yoy

my

te55 -Hxit brushed

lf|i>9

Whilt frvoonkght |»eered o^Jtr the hdSfde$trec»»)fng

f'

/

acro9$ a desolate

m 9orry /f

takt.

yoy lo9t your freedom.

couldn't gfve you thot-

Fedfog.

Dke 5kfTng acro55 a 5ea

A reolfty that hft5
You couW

eci5Jly

/'m 5orry

ff

/V>d

/

/

i»>e

of gta55

and hang9 Vy a tfny 9tnng

9nO» and throw away.

took your freedom,

gav« you

mfne.

You're rf^t
there are many 9tage9 of
tokfng away freedom

f5

lov/e

nci

love.

Were^weWfnd?

/

WI5 thfnkfng of you.

Holdng me 50 tfght. You,

My ne\w fdmily and frfendThe one

^<ho

make? me fed 9afe.

A fui moon <i93ipptar<? 50 fa5t.
Lfke 5hootfng 9tar$

\we

never

9ftt.

A reolfty hft9 me and 5t1ll hang?
I

Vy a tfny $trfng

can't thfnk of you anymore.

-Joey Norwood

y«u •yen the d««r,
y«u stand s« still,
i w«uli run t« y«u
liut f«r this ir#n will.
y#u scan the r##ii,
y#ur eyes aiss ay face,
liut i an transfixed
liy y«ur careless grace.
strongly y«u live,
weakly i lireath,
this dete mi nation crunliles
under the spell y«u weave.
i fear i an destined
t« Tie al«ne,
f«r i cann#t saile at y#u
through this face •f sttne.
y«ur laugh t«day
is lietter s«iieh«v;,

l«ved y«ur saile
"but never like n#w.
i have wanted y#u always
and can feel inside,
this granite r#ck,
this stulili«rn s«ul i try s« hard t« hide.
y«u cl«se the d««r,
i stand s« still,
i c«uld still run t# y«u
liut f»r this ir«n will.
i have

Laura Rum^ey

Straight, supple

Some

arrow

passing wind

Carried to this spot

Took

root and

grew

In this lonely place

Afloat in a sea of grass.

Surrounded by open solitude,
The arrow points to the sky.

A green sentinel
Home

for the

winds

and nest for the

stars.

A thousand melodies
From

its

boughts are plucked

Sweet music
Stringed accompaniment
For feathered songs.

Cold
Bitter, shattering

cold

Ice cracks the arrow

Snaps the shaft
Hurls the head to the ground.
Spring's warmth
The sun smiles down

in the fallen sentinel.

A feeble gasp
A tiny arrow
Pokes up from the earth
Raises its head
Stretches

Laughs

in the

sun

A wee green sentinel.
-

Becky fierranj

Most days,

I

forget.

get caught

I

up

with the chore of waking, the question

of how to do the day, and things shp

away
before
the

of a

I

can remember

-

pumr

sailboat, the

way

the

word

Esurientes
rolls off

my tongue,

a trombone.

I

the

low groan of

did not always love

these things. Before,

it

was requiems

and the op. 8 #12, and the sad
weight of a cello.
Vincent's lonely

But there

is

iris.

more now. There

the scent of clover as

I

am

is

lying in

it,

way I have learned the shape
of a face, the morning's sweet

the

light.

I

cannot always name

but somewhere there

my blessings,

is

a

list

always grows.

Most

day,

I

can sing.

-

Jennifer Barizo

that

waiting

am

i

,

and tired, too
wrung-spun numb
sometimes
there

is

know

i

no tomorrow

seconds have no meaning
hours

slide into minutes,

days

flow

by,

waiting

still

am

i

,

as

and tired, too
wrung-spun numb
sometimes
there

is

know

i

no tomorrow

seconds have no meaning
slide into minutes,

days

flow

by,

waiting

hours

still

i

,

as

am

and tired, too
wrung-spun numb
sometimes
there

is

i

know

no tomorrow

seconds have no meaning
slide into minutes,

hours

days flow by,
still

as

waiting

You touch,

We

I

you look away

freeze,

sit iilent,

growing

cold.

Your words are chilled a
I

little

more each

don't offer a hand to hold.

Heavy snow, white

my

suffocates

as

Do you care? We're

we have

your face

heart.
in

the wrong place,

fallen apart.

Crystallized, this love has
biting, freezing,

raw-

Too cold for pain,

Let go so

I

become

my

heart

is

numb

can thaw.

-

Laura Rumiey

day,

Apple blossoms

drift

down on my head.
He smiles at me~

"A beautiful shower for a beautiful giri."
He kisses me goodbye.
Soon

obscured by
Apple blosoms.

his profile

is

Two
I

springs.

write

him—

Apple blossoms in my letter.
"Do you remember?"

A telegram.
"Missing

in action."

A letter returned.
"Missing in action."
Inside, my apple blossoms
Died, dead,

brittle

Still fragrant.

Hope.
Winter, Spring.

Another telegram.
"The body (his body)
will be sent to you."

An old apple

by the grave
Has burst into bloom
tree

Flaunting, mocking,

A shower of apple blossoms
on the

On his

flag.

face they

lie

Like fragrant tears-

Apple blossoms.
Becky fierrani

I

see you,

from
I

see

little

black boy

forty years, a

you

gender

barrier,

and a race away

fall

G.,

their fire horses

mj^

^^

.

and

still,

^^

too

much
much

^^^

too

walk on
now,

O^

r^

one hundred pounds per square inch
is turning your mocha skin bloody red

^
I^T

^
h

pummel your quivering bodyp-

the water pressure
^

P^

still

the color
for
for

you
you

is

too

much

to eat in their restaurants
to ride in their busses,

their sidewalks, drink

after everything has

too

much

from

their fountains

changed,

color

for most white folks to
be your baby too

let their

baby

girls

your body tumbles over the rough pavement
thrown around by the relentless needles of water
as if mere water could wash away your humanity
disguise their cruelty, bleach the truth
yet you don't seem to feel the pain
more than water, hatred
grinding you against the curb

they watch, laugh, loosen their

mock

ties

their little marionette

even then, could you hear
over your mother's prayers, your sister's screams,
the water's thunder
even then, could you hear the crescendo
the muffled sound of freedom's coming ring?
thank you, puppet boy
your grimace has become our song
poetry Winner
-

(tie)

Jennifer Peiter

One is warm
One is cold
Both move alike
Leaning forward
searching the face

Two

of the same person

Reflection of an empty soul.

The windows of the soul
Are smudged and stained
Exchanging looks,
Synchronized movement,
Glance for glance,
Tear for tear.
Although one moves only

As
It

the other,

mirrors perfectly

The empty wasteland
Inside the black portholes

Of the

face

it

sees.

Desolation leaps out

A spark in the wind
Fueled by the returned
Gaze of the likeness.

But one turns away

And the

other,

Left alone,

Empty,
Smiles
in

sudden
joy-

Becky fierrani

I

remember

a time

when

the glass

was

clear

and in one piece
For a moment the great light shone
and in that moment I was complete
refracting rainbows into a dark universe

I

was needed

Then the mirror cracked
hundreds of bitter shards splintered
slicing numb skin too preoccupied
with the horror of the loss to care
I

am broken

Only a fragment now
of what I used to be
ever wondering how the great

fingers

lost their grip

how I managed

to slip

through

Unnoticed

Acid
with

rain has
it's

dug

into

my soul

sharp fingernails

warping my surface
and sorrow have distorted my vision
but cruelly leaving me memories
of a time when the glass was clear
dirt

And

this

memory

is

why I'm

here

alone

picking up the pieces.
-

Ariel (hilden
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Her head, a bag of highly refined sugar
Her lips, a rip, always opening up
Sweet white sands, continually pouring
Flavoring everything

Her candied

way too much

chatter quickly puts

Into diabetic shock
I

crave sour pickles, bitter olives,

mustard, pepper and lye soap

-AnnMoiher

me

9on)front

befog nailed.

[$

A child f5 befng V>«ittn.
A country f9 9tarvfng.
6un$hot9 echo,
fn cfv/rtf^ed 9tree"f5,

out young men

»»)crkfng

never know

\tho yMN

rnore than concrete tower?,

9feelKir$,

cmd^ecr.

An

1 1

-year-dd

)oro$tftvjite,

tears long 5fnce ^ro-zen
V»ehfnd

her eye?,

9k<ow5 a
to numV

If4-htr only hojoe

<v<ay

herlf^e.

And

here

/

$ft.

My bfgge9t )i>roWem—
By Wdogy

C(jJit—$fy.

r*>y

waf9Hrne,

out of ten.

My roo»»)fr)ate who won't dean
her half of

Boy,

i

tfje

room.

hov/e ft |«>retty VKid.

Jennifer LWilliaiDj

nana
i'a s#rry i d^n't visit

very •ften,

iKi't \m.te,

(dsn't

caU)

it's just that i fall apart

when

i

think

a1i«ut v/hat

happened t« y«u.

t« this day i stiu^fle,

wandering if i c«uld have aade it different
wandering if things v;#uld have worked ©ut
lietter

if i c«uld have s«iieh«vv 1ieen alder,
str«TB5r...

liut

i was s« y«un£

and s« selfish

t«« scared •£ losing oty nana
t« lie a1ile t« reach ^ut and save y«u.

-

Jennifer Peiter

I

could try to explain

confuse

how you

my mind
my thoughts.

and mystify

I could say in words
what I think I feel
but no one still would know.
To describe your beauty,
your powerful ways,
or to tell how much you are
Would be to trap a whisper
in the wind, would be to cage the
You glow, you bum

into my heart
my words could

forever engrave what

with

this pencil

I

you are~

hold

not you, but

that

is

I sit

here, looking at you,

thinking, wanting,
that's all.

Laura Rumtey

sea.

true love
I

ripped the bodice rippers

True Love

is

when

I

learned they told

me

lies

never heaving chests and smoldering sultry eyes

You cannot charm with champagne or with one seductive glance
The guy you meet and marry rarely has the name of "Lance."
Duke Westmoreland of Claymore cannot sweep you off your
He'd more likely strain his back and recover in six weeks

we must find simpler men with names like John and
Who'll never be Clarke Gable but will Frankly, give a damn
Instead

They won't own twenty horses or a mansion down

Sam

in Spain

But they will share an umbrella when you're walking

-Ann Mother

feet

in the rain

(/yi

Up

We

in

heaven

Adventists will

good Example
by not wearing our crowns
Set a

Lest

someone

forget

Commandment Eleven
"Thou Shalt Not
Wear Jewelry"

-AnnHojher

Om tf^e Organ in t^e Coliegeiale cl^urcl^
I

think, perhaps, a heathen

On

from ancient days

seeing the mighty Instrument

and Hearing it's Glorious Notes
Might sacrifice his first bom Child
Upon it's bench
and reverently fill the platform
with dead cattle
-Ann Mother

eHp§.
^ mMff '^

f 8iiepf®4

I speak with the tongues of men and angels,
have the gift of prophecy,

Though
and
and
and
and
and

understand pretty

much

everything,

have moved Everest into my backyard,
given everything I have to feed the poor
even offered my body to be burned
I shall never be a good as Mrs. Rhonda Patterson.
My skirts, I'm afraid, are shorter than she deems appropriate.

Ann Mother

i

Need tobe on

i*)y

knee?

.^6rxt^^^^ar i^^fe^ one i':^^^#SKtewt>

-JeweLeeRademacher

What does

it

At one time

•^

^"^
'

^
5
O
S
^
O

mean

it

to

be a Jew?

meant,

ugly yellow star patches,
stark grey buildings

crammed

in,

stuffed too full of people too empty,

barbed wire,
and the sweet smell of gas.

Now,

a bitter memory, it mingles with
matzah balls
and challah bread,
niy potbellied papa with scruffy beard and tobacco,
twinkUng candles of Hanukkah,

Passover's bitter herbs,
a people of culture, pride, traditions fully empty.

C/-5

Ql^

^^
j^

^
,

•^-p^

<

What

mean, once,
to be one of Abraham's seed—
as numerous as the sand on the seashore,
did

it

or the stars in the sky,
a chosen, a special people?

To tread a dry

path,

through mountains of water,

be fed from Heaven,
and watered by God in the desert,
on crooked places made straight,
worshiping at Solomon's temple,
to

reading the scroll in the synagogue—
the scroll of Isaiah— and waiting for
the Messiah.

A people of hope,
A people of fulfillment.
Jennifer

L

Mm

My mind aches with a fever tonight
My life has been laid out on the dissection table
Staked out with pins for examination

A forensic analysis of my composition

It

seems

I

am

the subject of much discourse

You

discuss

me

like a

Philosiphying about

While

I sit

textbook

my existence

mulling of the reality of myself

I

feel I

am a monster

But could the Lord
I evolved to some

create a monster

Or have

I

lesser

form

am ashamed of me

-JeweLeeRademacher

Your words

are

more

real then you,

they live and do things you never do.
Vivid, colorful, full of promise

you never dream of keeping.
I've tasted them,

even swallowed them whole.
Living off of your words
-wonderingif you live off them too.

-

Rhonda

S.

Mkr

Solitary Jewel

Unaware of it's beauty
Sitting in a case

Untouched, Untouchable
So it is
with the girl
too shy to speak

Ann No^her

V(

T^eKiss
Miles grow, and

it's

as fresh as yesterday's peach,

picked somewhere in Mexico.

do think they

I

grow them there. Either there or Canada. The Niagara
valley. Somewhere far. But in my mouth it's
the crowning

moment of my summer,

the taste of
have erased them
all in favor of that afternoon with you, with only
myself to trust.

many

touches, night after night.

I

Miles grow, and you have nothing of mine. From
all your journeys, here and there - your teeth
in my arm, your tongue in my ear, you bring
nothing with you. But that kiss you never had,
isn't that

what reminds you? Wasn't

yesterday? That grey day.

From

the

it

just

window

a sky smoke-grey

and buildings shale-grey
and clouds dust-grey and fiiU of rain. Kiss me, you
your lips, here fyou pointed to your own) on mine.

Does it matter that once we
were young? I don't know
where my heart has gone. With

that

never have you? Age has
greyed me, strand by strand,

kiss

I

skin like sand
That grey day

we were

-

but once,

-

don't you see?

happy.

We were

momentary green - fresh as
every summer's harvest. Your skin,

the

beneath

this

my tongue.
-

Jennifer Barizo

peach,

said,

Traction

Caught
I

in

your grip

am to you

like a

moon

to the

sun

How long can I defy your gravity
Before

I

You

spin into you?

are a centrifuge

a deluge
a

^^

Could

it

magnet

to

my heart

be some force of nature

that is forcing us apart?

4f
Could I ever tame you?
Or would you pull me into your intensity?
And could you handle me
With my revolving ways
and rotating core

You seem

And

I

the center of something

could fly the galaxy long

and

still

never find another you

We are very different
And

yet

You and
You

we

are

two

sides of the

same magic

I

are a circle of beauty

And I want to be

the center of it

-JeMeLeeRademacher

What
What

is

love

it produces
Nothing but a mass of chemicals
And increase of neurotransmitters

•^

^
ZZ:

H

£

^j%

are the feelings

to course across synapses
to synthesize serotonin

pumping blood-speeding

And

the pulse

energizing of the glial cells

increasing nerve energy

heightening the senses

These feelings of a harmony of cells
all

ringing at the

same frequency

and the delight of homoeostatic mechanisms
inducing balance

Not

to

sound

like a

nerd

—but oh baby, you and

me

could produce synergy

-Je«eLeeRademacher

remember you
Though I met you tomorrow
I

You stood out
Empty room

in that

crowded

And we talked for hours
with our wordless stares

And I am hoping
To meet you again
Are you

free yesterday?

-AnnMoiher

6 ^ew ®M

©®ii!effi®Qf ®f s

Mud:
I

love

it

in all fifty flavors,

served up fresh and slimy,

smooth and

slick,

or grainy for texture,

with jelly globs of frog eggs-

even

No

better!

cheese souffle,

or cherry

tart,

or yellow custard pie,

on china

plates,

with lacy cloth,
in airy dining hall,

can ever compare,
to rainy days,

and lunch in March,
of mudpies.
-

Jennifer

LWil

to

Out
I

I

of the Blue

once met a girl from out of the blue,
From the very start I loved her. I knew!
thought to myself, "This

No need to
So one day

I

gathered

And picked
I

crossed

When
I

all

it

is

love at

first sight.

look further, she's no doubt Miss Right!"
all

the wits

her a rose that

I

could fmd.

was one-of-a-kind.

my fingers and knocked on her door.
my jaw hit the floor.

swung open

held out the flower and told her

Shared with her

my

my name.

feelings and

hoped she feh the same.

Her smile kind of faded, and the twinkle left her eyes.
Bad breath, or was it what I said? I couldn't quite surmise.
She told

When

me not to leave, and said she'd be right back.
she returned she held within her hand a paper sack.

The sack was filled with letters all addressed to me.
And on the front it read in ink, "I couldn't make you see!"
She told me she was sorry that it had to be this way.
She turned around and left me there with no more words to

say.

Why did I

See the beauty a little bit too late?
She'd loved me for the longest time, but this was

I

once met a girl from out of the blue.
From the very start she loved me. I never knew!

-

David (olbourn

now my

fate.

Ql

"Taste and see that the Lord

is good!"
pack now
Or place an offering I the vending machine
Push the Httle red button and Wow!

Buy him

\

y^m

y^

Q

^
^
__
^

|- 1

in a six

Drink him up and drink him down
I

Feel the spiritual caffeine
You'll buzz with Jesus for an hour or so

Get a rush from the Nazarene

^i
^

Talk to you pastor, talk to you priest
They might be holding a sale
Discount coupons given out

^>

Free samples in the mail

Ui

Some

claim our Soda

is

a fake

That our sellers are not sainted,
That Jesus Christ was crucified
But never carbonated

Don't listen to these fools who say
our true price is your soul
and our fizz is fornication
and our buzz can't make you whole

They think that God is bigger
Then our corporate enterprise
That he's watching and he's waiting
And he's planning our demise

But
and

if this
if he's

God's so clever
so very smart

Why does he Freely offer
To come

live in all

our hearts?

Ann Mother

late t« vespers
"behind then all
it's a special s«uiiA--i call it the saliliath
s«uxid

fancy sh«es ©n sidewalks—tile, concrete %r
asphalt
like s« nany reindeer ©n their way
t« a fav#rite feeding ground
liehind then all
i feel like an eskia* in furs rounding thea
int« the f«ld
i stand in the liack while they settle (t# chew
their cud?)
tw« thousand heads--ref lections ©f the high
glass windows
reds and fields, 1ir«wn, lilack, 1iald, 1il«nde
shiny and sleek, c«il€^d, curled, c«ifed, ctnlied
sh«rt tn gray, easy •n white— a different h«use
they're all ntving—can't sit still, nodding
tipping, turning, leaning, flinging liack
reflections
•f the high glass windows of this fold

AmberlyHowe

QJm

KQ'mum Qjmm6'

T(;e F^atfcr

is

[av\^ wvio His ]tw}Ah~

Sprin^fin^ 5iflmoH5s oh a

Bmerdbs

carpei tfc

l^i([s

Mac^ vAvtl

wkl^

StM55e5 wiil^ sappl^hes, ametl^iosts, anb

Go(5eH autumn gives

Anb topaz summer

is

wa^

iusi;

sb^,

Qreenness,

rufcies in

to sifcer

wild abanbon.

winter

precebeb b^ an opalescent spring.

He toMcfcs eacl^ wingeb singer witl) ajeweleb Mibas' finger
Anb scents gems to tempt tfc sense of t^te all ^ear rounb.
But as if to reminb us of tl^e One of great price,

A single pearl \loats in t{)e embrace of t(;e nigl)t.
-

Becky fierrani

You see them everywtiereIfs the

bum

If s the

woman

It's

sleeping in the cardlioaril box.

red on the sh'eet corner.

the ftinny smelling old

ITS the single
If s

in

man

in

the old lolks' home.

mom with three kids to feed.

your next-door neighbor who just got married

for the fourth time.

^
^

You see them everywhere, everyday-

And you pass judgement,
put them in neat litUe boxes,

"~
and

a:)

feel

sorry for them.

Mfddk School Dctwyitfon

ti*3r>

Jean Claud Clones

March

Down the

Lockered Halls

A Stranger enters their midst
Without Jeans
Without malice
but

is

crucified

and burnt alive
It's Middle School

Damnation
-AnnMoiher

GroMng Wf$t
Alone with

ivory, Beethoven and medicated muscle salve
spend ten-year old summers on my own.
Seventh grade and I learn to keep doors closed,
atune myself to 440, know toccatas by heart. Things
fall away, like junior high preoccupations
with boys, scented lotion and teen magazinesall talking of love. I know these things, because
even with panes shut tight and the perfect pitch
of my father, crowding all, I can still hear
as far away as New York City, London maybe,
I

am

left to

Toronto, for sure.

Where

did the years go,

doors shut, fingers on the keys? The world

wasn't ready for

me

yet and

all I

could face

was the amalgam of those notes, speaking
in ways I could only know. I wondered if
anyone

same,
heard them speaking

else understood those

Perhaps only

I

soothe me, show

still
-

stir

me home.
-

songs.

Jennifer Barizo

me,

Because she performed to reinvent herself
she understood. She knew how in

The

No

concert'hall dark there was

longer

him

or her, or we, or anything

All the goodness

Summer and

left

him

was
over from

Imperfect or past. For

it

the taste of joy

'

just

like

Melons on a hot afternoon, or salt
Water, sea water on the lips.
But that was months ago.
October she learned the weight of love.
In Boston, suddenly, knew that it was
Heavier than a wrist on a heart or
A cheekbone against a breast.
It was more. The truth of it,
The gist of it was not in the
Subterrestial bars on Huntingon St.
Or the neon sings with their
Fingers of light.

He

taught her.

Nights later she would see the dark

Red

side of love, carving a

name

In her chest, but October*

She was

still

wet in a season

Of fire. Still fastidious about
Her beauty. Still green.

poetry Winner
-

(tie)

Jennifer Barizo

You wear ^our
pessimism
(ife

a favorite

sweater

You've worn

it

so long

noticing else

seems to
suit

^ou

But wl)^ must ^ou
insist

on

Knitting

me

one

r5

ratl)er

en]o^

t[}e iigl^t

freedom
of

m^ optimism

-

Rhonda

Uo»ier

.

feeling far fallen

when

rattling

unanswered

thoughts

amount (yes) to zero
and I wonder where are
(if I make my bed in hell)
You where are You
.

.

ascending to heaven
that
I

where You are
also be ?

may

why
feel

still
I

then

far fallen

(From Psalm 139:8 and John 14:3)
'

Rachelle Newbold

.

I

.

dawn

the

and

.

am growing

brighter as

.

.

leam

I

lighter as

I

come

to

know

knowing colors
vibrant golds that shout

my joy

quiet pastels that whisper the promise
that

will ever be

I

growing

that

I

will ever be learning

and

I

am growing

I

.

.

unfold

open
blossom
I

I

I

thrust

and
I

I

turn

and

my arms

am

my
I

out through the sky

free

face to the sun

come

alive

the sky gives

me peace
me purpose

the sun gives

and

I

am growing

.

.

"The path of the righteous
ever brighter

till

is like the first glean of dawn, shining
the full light of day. " Proverbs 4:18

Roia LeAnn Dyke

She clung

m^
-i^

#^
^^

m

to her red blanket.

covered her nakedness.
She walked the cold, dark streets,
The blanket tightly wrapped around her frail body.
It gave her something to call her own.
She saw many other people with their wraps,
some a similar shade of red.
She noticed some with lighter colors and other darker.
It

Occasionally she saw a bright, white almost shining

-

^#

blanket

wrapped securely around a sturdy looking person.
She like her red blanket,
but there was something attractive about the white
ones.

She wondered how she could get one.
she saw a Man walking along the darkest

One day
streets.

He

carried a large bundle of those beautiful blankets.

She shyly walked over to Him.
She paused, almost turning around as she
remembered that she had no money.
She quietly asked Him what the price was.
He looked tenderly at her and said, "They are
As she walked away with her new blanket
she heard the
"Please

tell

Man

call after her,

the others."

-

Debbie Battin

free."

TbtMu5t
was the muse
The patron saint
and the girl on the pedestal
I

I

was

the

dream

of poet and painter
their breath of inspiration
I

was.... lonely

-AnnMoitier

A LullaVy
Baby
Sweet Baby Child
May God Tuck you

in tonight

May the

down from Heaven

stars

shoot

To Guard you and keep watch
May the angels sing you a lullaby
May Jesus Rock you to sleep

Baby
Sweet Baby Child
May your slumber be holy and sweet
-AnnMojher

Like a dog
waggin'

tail

yipping happy barks
as the station wagon of hfe
pulls into my driveway.
I

do

my wigglie

tongue lagging
saliva ecstatic

happy dance

in anticipation

of what

life

has in store for me.

The years
people

like

get out and pass

me by

without even a pat

my shaggy

for

little

to

head.

The door slams
and I'm left outsidefind my own spot of sun
where I can stretch
and dream
in the

warmth

of things yet to be.

And

so

my hopeful heart
lies quiet

waiting
until
it's

to

my turn

go

inside.
-

Rhonda

Uo«ier

prose

Tl^e Wa;v? Things Die

world has just been created when it's
springtime. The towering trees Hft limbs rejuvenated by sun
warmth and spread their fingertips out to brush the sky and touch
the infant sun. New leaves and blossoms unfurl in sticky newness,
and everywhere around you, fi-om the sky to the ground, and the
whole of nature, throb life and rebirth. It's the gentle transition
from the dark, chilling winter to warmth and extraordinary color.
The sky, now August in appearance,
It ages, however.
suspends a glaring and merciless sun that beats moisture from the
aged plants. Thirst is everywhere. The trees, arms lifted and
waving with each how, grudging gust of wind, seem to plead for
rain. Dust scratches over the parched ground. Nature holds its
breath. There is stillness in the expectation for salvation.
And then there is transformation. In obedience to the
though the
It's as

season,

it all

array of

entire

The colors grow vibrant in a ftirious
The sun now sinks to its westward bed in
And walking through the woods, if you stop and

begins to

autumn

nameless shades.

alter.

tints.

all human noise, you'll hear the showers of leaves fluttering
from their noble heights to the ground below, the wind gently
nudging the creaking boughs, see the glorious vault of sky arch and
extend to distant horizons. Halt all thought, and you will hear the
eloquence of artless abandon in t he way things die.

cease

Carrie Zoch

T^e Laby on

t^e

Corner

">^h, come on light! Turn green.

\Jto

be

at this

comer

Please."

I

don't think I can stand

for another second, not with her waiting

wish I could do something to help, but more
than that I want the light to turn green so I can drive away.
I hasn't exactly been a stellar day so far, and spending my
over therein the

rain.

I

week combing the labyrinthine downtown
book that apparently doesn't exist hasn't done much to
improve my outlook on life. Having finally given up hope, I search
for an exit and finally emerge from the library's dark recesses, only
only free afternoon this
library for a

to find the flat, gray

sky pouring down rain.

Soaking wet from my sprint to the car, I pull out of my hard-

won parking spot into the agonizing mess we affectionately refer to
as rush hour.

Still in

a foul

mood,

notice the needle sinking merrily

I

glance

at

my

gas gauge and

down past the "You're a moron for

not getting gas" red area into the "Five minutes until you're

standing by the side of the road waiting for the next Ted

Bundy

to

your rescue" black zone. I snap my attention back to the
highway only to watch helplessly as the last exit for really cheap gas
whizzes by. Great.
Poor college student that I am, I decide to get off at the next
exit, turn around and go back. Coasting down the ramp to the light,

come

I

to

try to figure out the shortest

way to get to the gas station.

It's

then

on the curb. Dirty blonde

hair

that I see her.

She's huddles in a

little

ball

down her face and over excruciatingly thin shoulders draped
with one of those old, torn imitation leather jackets. She appears to
be about thirty years old and desperately in need of a shower. It
drips

looks like she's trying, with a marginal degree of success, to stay dry

by covering herself with the jacket.
rest

of her clothing, but

I

It's

big enough the disguise the

sincerely doubt

her fi-om the insistent rain.

Her head

much to protect

it's

doing

is

resting

on her knees,

keeping her face hidden.

"Oh, no." I'm so surprised
that

I

say

it

alone in the

to see her sitting there in the rain

out loud, oblivious for the
car.

I

moment to

the fact that I'm

had forgotten that there are almost always people

comer, begging for a handout instead of getting a job.
After a while, you leam to look the other way. I've never seen them
like her at this

out in the rain, though.

I

hesitantly pull to a stop at the red light, just three feet

away

from where she sits in the mud. Longingly, I look back at the
of the highway. Why 'd I have to pick this exit?, I
At the sound of my car, her head comes up just
Figures.
think.
enough for her eyes to peek over her knees at my car, then drops
backdown.
For the life of me, I can't tell you what color her eyes were.
relative safety

I

usually notice things like that, but not his time.

struck

me was how empty

she looked.

The think

that

I've never seen eyes so

completely devoid of hope.
The cardboard sign in front of her says "Help me. PleAse.

StRAnded. Will woRk foR food." I try not to look. When is the
light going to change? I want more than anything to be able to take
her back to school with me. I have a nice room.
I'd get her warm and dry and fed. She could sleep on the
couch in the lobby. Maybe I could even find her a job, but I'm
scared to try. I've heard too many horror stories about kindhearted
people who've done just that and been rewarded with a threeminute eulogy on the evening news. And what about the deans?
Not to mention my roommate. They'd all be furious if I brought

some lady off the street back to stay with me.
Should I give her money? No, that's a big taboo as well. I
could swing by Taco Bell and pick up some tacos for her. I'd have
to talk to her then, though. I don't know what I'd say. I'm afraid it
won't be enough, afraid she'll ask for something more that I don't
care to give her. I'm afraid she might be mean or icky like all the
stories I've heard about homeless people. Maybe she's a criminal,
a drug addict, or a psychotic refugee from Moccasin Bend. I feel so

confused.

Not two minutes ago I was pouting because I'm too
remember to put gas in my car when I'm supposed

scatterbrained to
to.

Now here's a lady who doesn't even have food to eat, much less

it. I can't believe how selfish I am, how
many blessings I have that I take for granted, even dare to complain

a car or money to put gas in

about.

The

light

changes and

sitting there in the rain.

drive.

I

I

don't

I

pull away.

get back in

her

can't just leave her

know what else to do, though. Sol

find the closest gas station,

least getting

I

fill

up my car, and think about at

some chips and something

my car and head back toward

to drink, but

Southern.

I

don't.

Soon I'm

I

far

enough away that I realize I'm not really going to go back and help.
I'm going to be just like everyone else must have been today. I'll
think about her every now and then, but I'm not willing to risk a part
of myself to try and make her life any better.
I'm trying to forget now, trying to rationahze why I didn't
stop to help. I can't just let it go, though. I've been taught ever
since Cradle Roll to do what Jesus would do, to do everything I can
to make life better for the people who have it a little worse than I do.
I've heard a million sermons based on those verses where Jesus asks
us to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and provide shelter for the
stranger, because if we do these things for the people He loves, it's
the same as doing them for Him (Matthew 25:35-40). What He
doesn't say in those verses is that we should feed the hungry only

when they come to our church or provide shelter for strangers only
if they come with a list of good references. I don't know if I've ever
thought about that before.

do know, though, that if it had been a cat or a dog I had seen
huddled up in the rain with no food and no home to go to, I wouldn't
have thought twice about helping it out. And yet I refused to do the
same for another human being. In God's eyes she was my sister. In
God's eyes, she was Jesus. And I left her sitting on the comer in the
I

rain.

-

Jennifer Peiter

Cl^risti

was a quick death—one

It

telephone pole,

all

slippery road, one car, one

somehow adding up

carnivorous emptiness that seems
what I remember is not so much.

to

be

life

to

zero— the small

without

her.

And

yet,

A parking lot, late at night, waiting for her.

I'm curled up in
the passenger's seat. She screeches to a stop, he rolls down his
window, asks her "Did you just use your emergency brake to stop
like that?"

She smiles,
cool!" and

life

rolls

flows on.

her eyes.

He

says,

"Wow,

that

was

pretty

Strange, these pebbles of memories the

swirling eddies polish and leave at my feet.

remember another

I

granite

.

.

time, after everything.

Pine trees,

.we're sitting in the memory-strewn grass, and he says,

"We're probably sitting on her feet."
So we laugh, and we move a little ftirther away.
It isn't an easy time, but not as difficult as I would have
expected (as if something like this could ever be expected).
And now it's much later. We don't talk much anymore. We
have new lives, new friends, new interests.
And I wonder
sometimes if he still goes there at night to think, and if it all still
adds up to zero for him.

Jennifer Peiter

A Purpfe Dress anb Broken Nevers
remember that purple dress-that long, lavender-purple dress.
think Mother found it in our church's Dorcas room, or
maybe I the community clothes box. It had an ugly, brown
stain on one of the white satin sashes and a torn hem, but Mother

I

I

hemmed

hem, scrubbed out the stain, and ironed the sash.
remember the day she called me into her room to try it on. In
the

of my six years

Mother had

I

I

all

don't think I'd ever seen a prettier dress.

hanging up on the track of her closet door. It hung
beside a dress for my sister, but it was yellow and had a wide,
lacy yellow flounce over the shoulders instead of sleeves.
Mother took down the purple dress and held it up to me. She
it

smiled.
"It's

so long

remember her

it'll

make you look

like

young

lady,"

I

saying.

into

When the dress was on and Mother had tied the ribbon
a bow around my waist, I turned to face myself in the mirror.

The

skirt fell clear to the

ground— layers and

layers of frothy

purple cloth, appliqued with delicate, velvet-white flowers.

had sheer puffy sleeves and the

elastic

was

itchy around

It

my

arms.

Mommy; thank you," was all I could say.
what it was for.
I remembered the UPS man brought a flat, brown box one
day, and inside was a pure white dress for Mommy. She tried it
on for us. It was simple cotton with lace around the collar. It
swished just below her knees, and she wore it with a lavender
belt and white sandals. We all admired the dress, and thought it
was wonderful— we'd never seen Mommy buy herself a new
"It's beautiful.

I

didn't think to ask

dress before.

Mom announced to my brother and sister and me that we
were going on a trip to Lake Tahoe to visit Aunt Jeanie. We were
going to take Nippy with us— that was fine— we like Nippy.
(That's what we called him. I don't remember why— I just
remember that he made us stop calling him that after our trip to
Tahoe.) Everyone was happy as we loaded into Mom's big green
Dodge Aspen station wagon, but Mom seemed happiest of all.
It was strange that she let Nippy drive— he never drovenot her car. He drove a little, buff-colored Honda that you could

hear from half a mile down the road, and when we heard it
coming every evening we'd all run around turning off lights,
squealing and bumping into each other like a bunch of excited

minute we'd dive into the coat closet
all in a heap together~our hearts pounding and frequent
shushings from Trudy— my older sister who always made the
most noise anyway. It was close to impossible to keep three
squirmy little kids quite for long, and Nippy would always say
after the third knock,
"Okay, you guys, I know you're in there. Ready or not,
." And we'd burst out of the closet and yell,
here I come.
prairie dogs,

and

.

at the last

.

"Surprise!" even though

it

wasn't a surprise fro him

at all.

But Nippy was full of surprises. Little did we realize
what kind of surprise what kind of surprise he and mom had for
us that day. I remember how they laughed and talked in hushed
voices as we drove along. I would have listened if I hadn't been
so interested in the pretty landscape we were driving through. It
was early spring, and not far down the road we passed a beautiful
arbor over someone's driveway. Mom got all excited and had
Nippy turn the station wagon around and go back. They both got
out. Holding hands and giggling like children, they went under
the arbor of lavender flowers and up to the front door. Trudy and
I looked at each other wide-eyed and wondering. I pressed my
face to the cool glass. The whole yard was full of great,
voluminous bushes of blossoming lilac. It looked like it had
snowed purple. Mother and nippy talked to the yard's owner for
a long time. The owner had a big smile on hr face and she kept
nodding her head.
Ashley, my younger brother was too little to see out the
window, and he wiggled around beside me trying to climb our of
his car seat to get a better look.

Mommy,

all

Nippy, and the yard owner

buckets with

was

We

talking

lilacs.

it

a

amazement

as

filled white, five-gallon

We knew Mommy

little far.

stared in

liked flowers, but this

Soon we found ourselves

stuffed in

around fragrant, grape-bunch shaped heads of lilac. The smell
was heady.
It was a long drive—over five hours-and I don't
remember most of it. I just remember Ashley fell asleep in his
car seat, clutching Buddy— his stuffed bear, and when he wake up
he asked, "Are we there yet?" Mother squeezed his hand instead

of answering, looked at Nippy
most puzzling question.

who

"How would you children
Daddy?"

nodded, and asked us the

Norman to be your
moment while we tried to
like

was silent for a long
meaning of her question. Trudy was the first to
put two and two together and realize that the dresses, flowers,
trip— they all meant Mommy was getting married. Her squeal
started low and went high with delight, and she shouted, "Oh,
YES! I'd love Norman to be our daddy!" She fairly bubbled
It

internalize the

right out of her seat like

an over flowing washing machine,

disrupting the gently swaying blossoms at her feet.
I looked at her-incredulous. I still didn't get it, and
Ashley looked as blank as I. Mommy explained to us that
Norman (our Nippy) was going to become her husband and our
dad—that meant they were getting married in Tahoe and Aunt
Jeanie would be the witness.
Daddy? I thought. Nippy be our daddy? I knew I had a
daddy somewhere, but I could barely remember him. He used to
come visit us and bring us jars of pennies, but he lived far far
away now, in a place called Maryland, which I thought was a
kind of eternal Christmas. I guessed it would be all right to have
a daddy, and I said it would, but I was mellow and thoughtful.
Ashley figured it must have been something to be happy
about if it made Trudy so happy— she bounced and jigged and
exclaimed over and over how wonderful, just wonderful, it was—
so he smiled and nodded his head.
I remember the road was windy and I just looked out the
window and held my funny feeling inside— like the feeling you
have after you loose a tooth, put it under you pillow and in the
morning the Tooth fairy's taken it away and left a treat in its spot.
How did the Tooth fairy get in my room and under my pillow
without waking me up, anyway? How would it be to have
Norman as my dad? Would he be a treat left in the spot of my
real daddy?
After that I only remember little details, like Aunt Jeanie 's
long nails, the A-frame chapel, feeling pretty in my purple dress,
and the TV screen in t he lobby of the chapel, where you could
watch previous couples getting married. I remember holding a
bouquet of drooping lilacs, and I remember Trudy and Ashley
were both given a ring to put on their thumbs, hold in their fists,

between Mommy and
Nippy. I remember when Mommy and Nippy kissed; I looked
away— embarrassed, but Trudy tittered and stared. I remember
the rosebud-covered cake and the "sizzly" punch. And I
and carry up the

aisle to the chaplain

remember how destroyed I was when the lavender heart-shaped
candle Aunt Jeanie and I had bought for Mommy melted and left
ugly, hard deformities down one side making it look lopsided and
lumpy. (Mom still has that candle.) But most of all I remember
Ashley. Maybe because we have a photo of him hiding the
comer of that great peaked, A-frame roof, under the sign that said
"Lake Tahoe Wedding Chapel," dressed like a little man in his
navy-blue suit, with buddy bear tucked under one arm. His fullprotruded and his eyes, those big hazel eyes, looked
stricken— the face of a little boy losing his mother and taking it

pouty

lips

bravely.

He

didn't cry, he just looked stoically solemn, and

refused to have his picture taken. Ashley didn't

know

his

daddy-

knew he had one-somewhere. He figured if Nippy was
new daddy and Mom was going with him, than he wouldn't
Mommy anymore either. Maybe they were all going to that

-he only

our
see

eternal Christmas.

And when Mommy had gone, he did cry; soft, heart
wrenching sobs and nobody knew rvhy. He never cried. But
then, a lot of "nevers" had been broken.

pro^e Winner

Amberly Howe

Leaping against Def^i Sunsets
something about the smell of a Delhi sunset.
Sometimes, in winter, there is a whiff of coming frost that
eeks over the land with the downing of the sun. In the spring,

There's

Delhi sunsets smell entirely different-blossomy. Whether pear,
peach, almond, or apple blossoms, the dying day, closing in a
sigh of sun,

is

complicated.

dizzlingly fragrant.

They

Summer

sunsets are

aroma of ripening

are rich with the

more
fruit~the

smell of expectation. They smell like sun screen and algaed
canal water. They also smell like tractor exhaust, wet puppies,

and Daddy's sunburned sweat. But

there's

something

else.

Year

round, Delhi sunsets carry the smell of something indescribable.

Something slippery and unpinnable.
I don't know why I am compelled to remember the
sunsets of my childhood home. Now when I visit, I am awed by
the silhouette of the eucalyptus trees against the emblazoned sky.
I doubt that I was so enthralled with sunsets as a child, but now
they grip me, amaze me. Something about the earth preparing for

its

nightly rest quiets me.

The

air cools

turns the orchards a golden green.

and the waning

light

Even our double- wide,

manufactured home looks like a castle in this magical light. I
once witnessed our neighbor's peach orchard, pink with blossom,
just as the sun slipped behind the purple Western mountains.
Then, the whole world seemed a smear of pink and gold, and in
that moment I believed that I too was a beautiful and divine as
the scene before me.
In Delhi, sunsets carry hope. "I think the pears are almost

Daddy

says. "Maybe tomorrow." One more sunset, one
more down, and harvest can begin. Enough sunsets and my mom
can freeze peaches and make applesauce. Enough sunsets and I
ripe."

can

be.

My family takes walks at sunset, or so we did once upon a
time.

I

walk behind Daddy, jumping

with

my bare

shoe

prints,

feet.

and as

into his

shoed footprints

My toes make quick, round O's in his sandy
I

jump along behind him,

waiting for

him

to

I marvel at how big Daddy's feet are. We walk
while Lizzie, our energetic Queensland, tries to
overcome her smallness. She leaps until she becomes a small,
dark silhouette leaping against the evening sky. We are all

take the next step,
like this

silhouettes as

unnamed

we walk down the canal road towards that
we decide to turn around and go back home

spot where

again.

have seen many sunsets—all distinct, all beautiful.
Sometimes I imagine they are God's thumb print, His seal, on
each day. I don't see many Delhi sunsets now, but there's
something different in a Delhi sunset. It's in the slant of
reddened sunlight over the flat, fertile land. It's how the sky
blackens in the East and purples overhead and then falls into the
West, a wild mess of color. It's in the smell. No matter the
season, there's always the smell of eucalyptus as the trees sway
in the cooling wind. And the crows, a parade of dipping M's
always fly northwest to some mysterious haven. Grandpa's
bamboo rustles and knocks in the breeze, but there is always that
smell, unnameable, really-though I like to attribute it to tangible
things, maybe it's simply the smell of growing.
I

I,

am leaping against Delhi sunsets, trying to
my smallness. And I'm not sure that I've seen enough

like Lizzie,

overcome

Delhi sunsets.

Rachelle Newbold

First Kiss
a whisper against my cheek—so Hght and
Hissincerewere
and endearing.
lips

Such an expression could not have
been sweeter had it been given by any other. Though not at all
the first kiss I had anticipated, it remains with me still as one of
my richest memories of my fifteenth summer.
It was a summer of firsts for me although all nature stayed
predictably the same. Goldfinches still undulated in little clouds
of chirping yellow over fields of starhistle. Beggars' lice stickers
still clumped on my shoe laces as I daily made my trek through
the three-strand barbed wire fence, across a dry creek bed, and
over the flat granite slab pocked with Indian grinding holes.
Squirrels still hoarded pickery fremontia pods as if they were
about to be rationed. And acorns still dried their hulls and fell
like sporadic hail under the spreading Live Oak trees.
I

worked

at a

neighbor's stables to support the monolithic

appetite of Sundance,

my first and only very own horse.

It

was

There were only twelve, but when
they were ready to be "mucked," it meant five wheelbarrow trips
of acrid refuse out and three wheelbarrow trips of dusty pine
shavings in. That was 96 wheelbarrow loads of matter to load
up, haul around, and appropriately deposit. It was my first
summer of serious blisters and brawn. The easiest part of my job
was caring for Holden, my employer's one-and-half year old son.
Holden adored me in a way only a baby could. He loved
Sundance, too. When I was done in the stables I would go home
to clean up and then ride Sundance the half mile or so back to the
stables to watch Holden for the evening while his mother went
out to the local karaoke meet and his father went on sheriff duty
roaming the byways of our sleepy town. Holden was usually in
the stables with his mom when I came riding in, and he usually
came running, wearing only a diaper, shouting, "Hoesy, Hoesy." I
would slide off-still in motion-and hurry to scoop him up before
he got under Sundance's hooves. I would always hoist him onto
Sundance's back to get him out of harms way while we rode out
to the paddock where Sundance would graze.
When it was too dark to ride Sundance, play with the
ponies in the pasture, or visit Eyore, the donkey, we would head
for he little mobile home trailer and eat Chinese noodles and
hard work cleaning

stalls.

cherry Popsicles while Holden stood on tiptoe flipping the light
switch on and off, on and off. Holden had a fascination with

There were more interesting than TV, Pooh Bear,
or even his bottle. If I told him to stop he would say, "Uh, oh,"
stop for awhile, but be back before his Popsicle had time to melt.
It was one such evening when I got a phone call with the news
light switches.

Maya, one of the ponies, was sick.
Maya, (short for Mayonnaise) had eaten too many acorns,
that, though predictably had fallen under the big Live Oak tree in
his pasture, had unpredictable (at least for the first time in many
years) produces a bumber crop. Maya wasn't anything
astounding. He was small, on the older side, and his shaggy
white coat turned all shades of coffee-shop brown in the summer
months of tarweed and dust. He wasn't particularly bright either,
which may explain why he ate enough bitter acorns to give
that

himself a lethal dose of tannic acid. But whatever his
shortcomings Holden and I loved him. The ranch owner, Mr.
Wendell, knew that it was too late to save Maya short of

pumping his stomach and administering costly drugs. He figured
it would be better to put the poor creature out of his misery rather
than spend excessive amounts of money on him or just let him
suffer. Despite my enrages pleas for Maya's life Mr. Wendell
ordered me to keep Holden inside— that he was calling the
foreman of the ranch to dig a whole with the backhoe and drop
Maya neatly into it with a bullet. I tried to look composed for
Holden's dinner of Chinese noodles and even laughed at him as
he dug his chubby hand into the mound and scrunched his nose
while he repeated, "Eewie, eewie," over and over. But inside

was thinking that I was about to witness my first murder-Mr.
Wendell was going to murder Maya.
The echo of the rifle shot still reverberated in my head

I

as

sank into the old saggy sofa with the tattered 49ers throw
crumpled between its cushions and cried. I put my hands over
my head and dug my thumbs into the palpable flap of my ear
canal to pinch out the sound. Holden gripped my pants leg and

I

hauled himself up on the couch

clambering

all

over

me

tummy

like a little

first.

I

was use

marmot and ignored

to

him

his

baby

grunts as he struggled to pull his fubsy legs onto the thread bare

He grabbed

of shirtfront and pulled himself
into a kneeling position so he could look into my face. "Uh, oh,"

cushions.

a

fist full

he said tracing a tear path with a dirty, pinky sized forefinger.
"Holden," I started, irritated at last by his invasion. But he

wrapped his little brown arms around my neck and soft as moth
winds on the screen door brushed a wet kiss against my cheek.
"Ah bedder," he muttered and scooted down off the old
until
his bare babyfeet hit the rug, and my heart hit the
sofa
bottom of my worn Ropers. I didn't even mind when he
scampered off to play with the light switch again. I didn't think
then, but he'd given

me my

first kiss.

Amberlytiowe

it

Shelikestobealcme

When she passed by to a table by herself.

That's what they said about her.

When they made small talk with her, and then walked on to their real
friends, explaining why she wasn't invited.
ShelikestobealcKie

She had
being

told

them

Why? To help. To save the

that herself.

new and out of reach. They had looked

signed out in

relief,

them off the hook

discomfort of

so relieved. "Oh," they had

thanking her with their smile. Thanking her for letting

for her loneliness, freeing

them of the

guilt

of her

"Oh," they sighed, indaslanding

solidarity.

She likes to be alone

was more than that though. She hadn't really said it to ease a stranger's
protection? Yes, a kind of protection; a
conscience. She had one it for
wall. A wall that shielded out curious glances and prying eyes, hanging a
It

.

sign

.

.

up outside declaring that she had chosen

chosen

it,

then

why was

.

.

.

this.

Because

if she

hadn't

why?

Why would anyone choose this?

To be in the center of noise and activity
To be a birch among oaks. Skinny
branches splayed, reaching out into empty space. While the old oaks grew
above her, branches extended and twining into each other, making a
and have

NONE of

it

directed at her.

seamless connection from tree to

tree.

An endless network of touches and

tangles.

Shelikestobealc»ie

She looks expectantly

into a familiar face.

Sometimes they turn away,

pretending they hadn't seen her. Sometimes they smile, hesitant or radiant,
is no invitation behind them. She
up and assumes a comfortable and confident air. She was doing
exactly what she wanted, she told herself

they are always the same. There
straightens

ShelikestobealcHie

Rachel Arruda

Commonality

We

by side holding hands out on the patio, the warm
sun in our laps, between pots of red geraniums. He
gripped too tightly as if afraid I would let go--his flat thumb with
the soft, loose flesh on its pad like an over ripe plum worked over
the back of my hand. He squinted his bleary, cataract-grayed
eyes at me trying to clear the blurry blob my image made on his
retina. I pulled away uncomfortable with his close proximity and
sat side

looked for a bridge—a social bridge, a time bridge, something to
I tried to imagine his eyes clear and brown, his life
young and new. I tried to imagine his 87 years away and put him
connect on.
19 like me.

fragmented stories of his
I asked all the
questions I could think to draw the gap together. But he tired of
telling me his complicated business stories I queried him about.
The words came too slowly and his memory globbed whole
decades together. I quizzed him on the fine Cadillac in his
garage—the make and year— and tried to look interested, but the
I

tried to put together the

past and construct a commonality between us.

conversation was as limited as his eyesight. So

I

recited poetry,

Edwards and Shakespeare, Poe and Pope, Cowper and Bunyan.
Out of poems, I asked if he wanted to learn one. He pressed his
flat forefinger to his lips as if trying to decide and nodded his
head. We began phrase by phrase.
"This
"This
"I

hill
hill

though high,"
though high,"

covet"

"I covet"

"To ascend"
"To ascend," he paused to hear me repeat the line again.
We never even got tot he part that said, "The difficulty will not
me offend" before his eyebrows bunched and I promised we'd
take it up again tomorrow. A silence as sticky and heavy as
scrambled eggs lay splattered between us.
"Just talk to me. Princess," he said and I sighed-at a loss.

"What about?"
"Oh, just about you."
I knew he had grown up on a ranch-he blamed
back on his younger years of breeding unwieldy colts.
describing

my summers

at

home

in California.

his
I

bum

began

Not much

the

as a Louisiana businessman's

same
give

a

it

memories

I

figured, but I'd

try.

used to count quail tracks in the dust on the way home
from my job at a tree farm," I rambled. "I pulled shade cards out
of drought-hardened clay all afternoon and stacked them in
burlap bags." He nodded, smiling, encouraging me to go on, his
hands squeezing mine in punctuation to my every sentence.
"Sometimes I saw rattlesnake tracks winding across the
road. I could usually tell which were rattler tracks and which
were gophersnake tracks because the rattlers pushed up higher
mounds of sand between their "S" curves and drew a swervy line
where the rattles dragged behind. I always hoped the quail got
away. Sometimes quail get careless when they are taking dust
baths in the sun, but usually they have a guard bird on duty.
That's why they stay in bevies, I guess—to watch out for the
rattlers." He seemed to be interested.
"I liked to go on after-dark bareback rides when the
crickets were chirping and watch the stars pop out-Isn't it
strange how they just suddenly appear winking and blinking?
They always seem closer in summer, don't they?" He patted my
hand and nodded— again. It was a vague bond. Did he
remember? Had he noticed how the short nights blackened
quickly after day had had its final say?
"I loved the sound of my horses hooves on the dirt road,
but I was always worried we'd start a forest fire with his iron
shoes," I smiled. "They made sparks whenever they struck
together or when he stepped on a rock just right and it would go." His hands tightened, brows arched, eyes sparkled with
-pop
"I

.

.

recognition.

"Yes,

I

remember

that!

I'd forgotten.

Oh but how those

hooves would ring and spark when Lady ran. She was our best
horse— could run like the wind. Papa trained her hisself It was
such a thrill to ride her. Don't remember whatever became of her
But I do remember how her hooves did spark!" His tongue
was suddenly loosed as if I, a brain surgeon, had placed an
electrode over a spot that contained hidden memory. He
continued to recount tails of riding Lady and breaking her
offspring. He told me about his summer working in his father's
general store that bought, sold or traded everything from sugar
and canned peas, to saddles and horses. Building on my snake
.

.

.

,

story he recalled

how

an a hunting

he'd found a snake that
said he had chopped the

trip

had just swallowed a baby rabbit. He
snake in two and set the bunny free. He let go of my hand and
stretched his arms to show me how long the snake had been. He
waved his hands around in demonstration to the way his father

"wupped" him

for not shooting the rabbit for supper.

rapt attention.

Over

little

persistence, a

all

little

those differences, over
creativity,

all

I

listened in

those years, a

and the help of one word

unveiling a bridge of commonaHty.

-AmberlyHowe

Along t^e ^romenabe.
{for

E.O.

.

Witl^out

You

Gmnbset)

wish that they hadn't chosen to have your funeral on Monday.
had class and I couldn't make it. I'm sorry.
The weather was perfect, though, wet, rainy, cold—not
unusual for a February day at Southern. There were masses of
umbrellas meandering down the Promenade. Most of them were
striped: white and dark color, usually green, blue, red, or black.
Plain black also seemed to be a common umbrella color.
The old, twisted apple tree on the lower promenade had
seven cardinals in it this morning. I wish you could have been
here to see it. But no such luck.
I don't think I ever met you. I heard plenty of stories,
though. Stories about your classes; stories about ornithology
trips to the Everglades. I went to your Sabbath School a couple
of times. I've even hung out in your room in the Student Center.
And I've been to your lecture series four or five times, although I
must admit it was because my biology grade depended on it. I've
really enjoyed the Christmas Tree Lighting tradition you started.
I've gone ever year. The free doughnut holes and hot chocolate
are especially nice. Even though it looked more like a Christmas
Blob than a Christmas Tree this year, it was still a great way to
celebrate the beginning of the "most wonderful time of the year."
I guess what I really remember you from is your columns.
They seemed so silly at the time. You would ramble about what

I

I

was going on up on the Promenade, ask some students a couple
of questions, list some license plates of interest, survey the
bulletin boards and throw in half a dozen odd facts or items of
interest. I never took your columns that seriously, but I always
read them.
I

read them because

I

thought

it

was so awesome

that

some old guy cared enough to go to all that effort. Cared enough
to be involved on campus, involved with the students, involved
with our newspaper. I read them because you made the little
things seem important. You made me realize that the true essence
of life

once

isn't the

big huge splendiferous things that happen every

in a while, but the little things,

everyday things, the who's-

eating-what-at-KR's-place things.
that

I'm going
every month.

live

my life,

week's

test,

why my

miss having you around
get off focus sometimes.

to
I

remind

to
I

me

of

start forgetting to

enjoy the moments. Instead I worry about next
about what they're having for lunch at the caf, about
to

shoes keep coming untied.

It's

been almost a week now. The flag's back up at the
life's back to normal for most of us. But

top of the flagpole and

wanted

to

thank you

for caring, for teaching

me

I

to care, for

taking the time to be real.

You've shown me that you don't have to be ultra-famous
for your life to matter. Your death didn't show up on CNN or the
front page of the New York Times. You won't be buried in
Arlington or memorialized by some monolithic chunk of granite
in Central Park, but your life counted. You touched lives, made a
difference.

Because
bird-watching

pay attention

it's

the

little

things that count.

The

to life.

I

smiles, the

columns. Thanks for all the reminders to
won't forget, and I won't forget you.

trips, the

Jennifer P«ter

Sitio

a Picture of Poverty

aIoh:

Sweat dripped down my face as I forced my legs to continue
hiking up the mountain. My arms and back ached from
hauling my sleeping bag and my oversized backpack, stuffed
with everything I needed for the next three months. Twenty-four
hours by plane, three days on a huge ship, two hours by jeep, two
hours on a motorcycle, three hours hike uphill and over the
mountain, and finally I was here. Surrounded by slopes of green
vegetation lay a small village along an open clearing. Sitio Alon,

Mindanao
place took

was the primitive and remote
had always envisioned, but the reality of such a
by surprise. Everything around me was a picture

Island, Philippines— this

mission field

I

me

of poverty.

As

approached the cluster of tiny huts, natives stared
and torn
rags, remotely resembling the color and style they had once been,
hanging loosely on their dark brown skin. Some of the tears were
so large it seemed pointless to have anything on. A number of
naked children ran barefoot along the dusty ground. Young,
teenage girls carried babies tied around them with dirty, worn
cloth. The chief datu and his four wives, dressed in a patchwork
of faded colors, emerged form on of the larger huts, about the
size of the dorm rooms at Southern. They were decked with
bracelets and necklaces made of colorful, plastic beads. Their
teeth were dark and stained.
The chief datu directed me toward on of the larger huts.
Wood and bamboo awkwardly assembled together on stilts a
couple feet off the ground was my new home. Most of the other
huts were considerably smaller-about the size of our bathroom at
home. Families of five, six, even ten people lived in these tiny
huts. I sometimes wondered how they all slept. The numerous
cracks in the bamboo walls provided little protection a t night
from the frigid mountain wind. I snuggled tightly in my sleeping
bag, but the natives only had thin sheets and blankets. Early one
I

curiously, but shyly, at the sight of a foreigner. Dirty

was a little boy squatting on his porch, shivering in
the cold. The thatched roofs, resembling the neepa huts pictured
in romantic beach resorts, did their job except when rain began to
pour. Drip, drip, drip~I had to hold an umbrella inside our hut to
keep from getting wet. The floor, or rather the slabs of rough.
morning,

I

wooden plank with good-sized

cracks in between, creaked and

groaned with each step

Some of the

enough

for my

I

took.

At

feet to fall through.

holes were big

least

never needed a

I

to sweep. Whatever food we spilled, we brushed it
through the holes. The chickens and pigs took care of it below.
The natives ate sweet potatoes for almost every meal.
The dry plain tubers differed greatly from the juicy, sweet variety

broom

found in the States. Little children walked around clutching
sweet potatoes in their small dirty hands, their little brown
tummies bulging from malnutrition or parasitic worms. Not
much would grow in the rocky soil and heat—some com, a green
vegetable called sayote, and maybe squash. No fancy dishes,
just

mere

survival.

Everything

at Sitio

Alon was about mere

There
were
no
dug. There
survival.

were no bathrooms other than the hold we
showers other than the small waterfall with freezing cold water.
There were no schools other than the one we eventually started.
There were no stores other than the one two hours away. No
telephones, no radios, no washing machines, no refrigerators, no
electricity, no nothing. Sitio Alon was a place untouched by

modem civilization.
Not only that, this village was untouched by Christianity
The spiritual poverty of the natives far exceeded
everything else. They were poor because they didn't know Jesus
as their Friend and Savior. They were poor because they didn't
have the love of God in their lives. They were poor because they
didn't have the hope of etemal life.
as well.

Poverty-that's the best
cluster of tiny huts, a
dirt

way

to

sum of Sitio Alon:

a

few pigs and chickens wandering about the

ground, and natives clothed in rags with

little

to eat.

Sitio

Alon was a picture of poverty, barely meeting the needs of
survival: food, clothing, and shelter. In this primitive village, we
shared Jesus with the natives, and
salvation. Tears rolled

down

beauty of heaven and the

many

accepted God's give to

their faces as they heard about the

New Jemsalem.

place prepared for them. Mansions to live
Streets of gold.

no

tears,

What

no death

,

Such a wonderful
in.

no pain

...

Bountiful food.

from Sitio Alon!
no more poverty.

a contrast

-

Helen Lee

A place with

Tl^e

Day Jesus Came

was unusually
I

My c{)uyd)

early for church that morning.

I practice the songs that
service.

to Visit

I

was going

I

had come

to

to play for that day's

hurriedly entered the building stomping the winter

snow from

my boots. He

startled

me. As

I

walked

into the

sanctuary of the church, his matted red hair caught my attention.
That wasn't the only thing that struck me about him. His long

black trench coat hardly covered his torn jeans and sweater. His
yellow jagged teeth protruded from his chapped lips; yet his
smile

warmed my

had never seen him there before, but
back row along side of the Community
never learned his name, but for now I'll call
heart.

I

there he sat in the very

Service Leader.

I

him Mike.
I

continued to walk

down

the aisle toward the organ.

I

sat

down and began to play. I wasn't through five notes before I
heard and explosion of applause. I quickly stopped and looked to
the rear of the sanctuary and there was Mike clapping wildly.

"Who is this guy? Why is he clapping at me?" I thought, my
now red from embarrassment. Mike continued to clap

face

throughout most of that selection and the next. Soon people began
to file into the pews. Faint whispers buzzed around the room and all
eyes were drawn to Mike.

"Who's that?"
"I don't know,

look at what he's wearing."

"Someone must have picked him up off the street. He is a
mess and is that what that stale smell is?"
They were right. Someone had picked up Mike from his
cardboard box that morning on their way to church. You
could see he was as proud as a peacock to be there. He listened
intently throughout the program and tried to participate in the
discussion when he was allowed.
"Gad is to us sooo good here," he said. His speech was
muffled and hard to make out. His disfigured mouth made it
hard for him to say what he wanted to say. Most of the time he just
mumbled nonsense words that didn't make sense, and since no one
could understand him, he was ignored.
Soon the elder got up to give the announcements for the
week. And when he was through, Mike spoke up.

"Can you read 1 Peter 4: 7 for announcement?"
"Excuse me?" the elder responded. "I couldn't hear what
you said."
"Can you read 1 Peter 4:7 for announcement?"
"I

am sorry I still didn't quite catch what you said."

he said 'Can you read 1 Peter 4:7 for
announcement?'" I put in, startled that I understood.
The elder quickly agreed and flipped quickly through his
Bible and found the text; "The end of all things is near.
Therefore be clear minded and self-controlled to that you can pray."
The elder smiled and thanked mike for this reminder and quietly
"I

think

walked off the stage.
Mike's smiling and now content face. He
never looked back at me. I soon realized I needed to begin
playing the organ again and turned to do so. The church service
proceeded on as usual except for the occasional outburst of
I

sat staring at

I couldn't keep from giggling in my seat at the
awkwardness he caused. As the pastor spoke, my mind wandered to
the verse Mike had requested.
"How did he know about that verse?" I thought. "I didn't
see any Bible in his hand. He is a homeless mad, right off the
street, what does he know about God?" It continued to trouble me.
"Yet, how appropriate the verse was for our church today." I tried to
set it aside, but I couldn't. There was something different about
Mike, I just couldn't put my finger on it.
The service ended with a closing hymn and more applause
from Mike. People soon began to file out to the foyer. When
I had finished shutting down the organ, I gathered up my things and
headed out of the sanctuary and in to the foyer to join the
socializing. As I was putting my coat on, I happened to glance over
at Mike. There he was walking around trying to be part of the
conversations that were closed to him.
"What doing you today? Church good!" His frail ragged
appearance was disgraceful and the smell that encircled him was
enough to send your stomach on a wild ride.
My heart longed to befriend him, but I didn't know what to
say. He never came over to me, but I never went over to him
either. I wanted to, and even once when he walked by I tried to shout

applause from Mike.

a "Hello," but he didn't hear me. I saw the elders and deacons of the
church heading out to the Community Service Building to find

something to send Mike home with. But they were unsuccessfiil.

Someone

eventually volunteered to invite

dinner.

followed him out to the parking

I

planned to wait for his host.
in anticipation at

what

I

Mike home
lot

for

where he

stood against the front door watching

this startling

man would do

next.

A small,

shy boy stood alone on the church steps. Mike's personality
wouldn't allow him to resist talking to the child.

"Hey, baby," Mike smiled. "Can I have a hug, baby?"
waited for the young boy to run screaming to his mother,
my amazement he smiled back as their
eyes met, and he leaped into Mike's arms. I couldn't believe it! This
shy child clung to Mike despite his appearance and the fact that he
I

but he didn't. To

was a total stranger.
"Ah,

I

luv you, baby."

his arms.

right here."

He soon

Mike dashed

was soon standing

set

in

in front

Mike said as he squeezed the boy in
him back down on the steps. "Wait

and out of the church in a second and
of the little boy with an old church

bulletin.

"Do you like airplanes?" Mike asked. The boy excitedly
nodded his head.
I watched Mike form a paper airplane and send it soaring
through the air, he and the child laughing playfully. They
must have thrown it and chased it at least twenty times. As I
watched him play with the airplane and do other exciting tricks for
the little boy, I couldn't help remember the story of Jesus and the
children. They ran to him and nestled themselves on His lap, yet
everyone else cast Him out. They weren't afraid of Him and he
loved them so. They brought him great joy. I saw that joy in Mike's
eyes as he played with the boy.

"Do you

think?"

I

thought. "Could this be

Him?" The

my heart.

"No, probably not, why would
He come here?" It was now time for Mike to go, and he ceased
playing his games. He turned to tell the young boy good-bye.
"Bye-bye, baby." Mike's hand waved wildly as he
continued. "Bye-bye, baby." He began to walk backwards
still waving and repeating his farewell. He turned to walk towards
thought tugged at

the car walking right past me.

I

couldn't calm

my imagination as I

wondered ifjust maybe

.

.

.just

maybe that could be who I thought it
Mike whipped around and looked

was. Suddenly, without warning,

me dead in the eye.

I

didn't

know whether to

smile or run, so

I

just

stood there.

His face broke into a smile, one that I will never forget. He
looked at me and said: "Good-bye, beautiful." His hand
waved violently at my stiff form.
It

was

the

first

time he had acknowledged

since his applause at

my

music

my

existence

He
He got in
Jesus had come

earlier that

morning.

turned and walked to the car and host awaiting his arrival.

without another word.
to

I

knew then that I was

right.

my church that day.
They drove away

as the young child and I stood on the
church steps, our lives changed forever. Then the little boy
turned and ran inside to find his family. I stood there and watched
the small car until I could no longer make it out.
"I wonder if I will ever see Mike again?" I thought. But then
I realized that I would see Mike again very soon. And when
I

do, He'll be sitting

on a throne of glory, dressed

in royal robes.

my hand to lead me into His kingdom, I know
that He'll look deep into my eyes and say: "Welcome beautiful."
And when He

takes

(tacyTomlin^on
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always pleasing ... to realize there is more to a
person than first assumed. In a way, that is what poetry and
prose are all about. I believe I have learned more about this
It is

body of contributors by studying

their

works than

I

have in

my

daily conversations with them; Poetry and Prose delve deeper

than the immediately obvious— allowing a glimpse into the very

Which is why I wish to thaiCt all who have
You have shared more than just your words

soul of its author.
contributed.
I

.

.

.

owe a special thanks to Ariel Childers. Her tireless
made the Legacy as error-free as possible. I also

scrutiny has

wish

thank Mrs. Helen Godfrey Pyke, for her undying
dedication to the students and their respective works. She has
to

supported

this project in

numerous ways (including

financially).
I have enjoyed assembling this year's Legacy. May
be a source of inspiration and insight into the lives to those
around you.

Je«e Rademacher,

](\(\(\

it

